
president's column

Absurdity of urgency
I’m not sure that the most appropriate way to celebrate the New 
Year and return to work after almost a month of holidays is to sit 
down and write my first article for Balance for this calendar year.
I would rather to write about the 
several golf courses that I was able to 
visit whilst I was on leave.

One of them was Pelican Waters, 
which I played with the recent emigre 
to the Sunshine Coast, Jim Moore 
(otherwise known in my firm as the 
‘Wookie’ because of his growling 
ability!) and discuss the virtues of my 
new (second-hand) set of Callaway X- 
12 Big Bertha steelhead irons, or 
maybe the new set of titanium 
‘earrings’ my wife got for Christmas (a 
1 earring, a 3 earring and a 5 earring) 
and how well she can hit the ball now, 
however I suppose there are more 
important things to discuss.

As predicted in my last article last year, 
the final two months of 2002 spiraled 
into an absurdity of urgency. I guess 
there were three primary causes for 
these unwanted developments.

The first of those was that Maria’s 
replacement has to be found.

Advertisements have now been placed 
in various national papers and I am 
pleased you tell you that there have 
been a number of responses to the 
advertisements so that I hope that the 
Council may be able to recommend a 
replacement to the profession within 
the next few weeks.

The second was the pressing urgency 
to complete the Law Society’s 
submissions in relation to the 
proposed public liability legislation 
both in respect of the limitations of 
caps and thresholds on claims and the 
implementation of procedure 
restrictions.

As to the latter I was more than ably 
assisted (or maybe led) by Michael 
Grant and Michael Grove to work there 
for me to handball overseeing the 
finalisation of the Public Liability 
Committee report to the government.

The committee has adopted many of 
the suggestions made by the Law 
Society and I’m hopeful that the

government will follow the direction set 
by the committee. As to the former, 
there are still discussions in relation 
to the manner in which any threshold 
might be set by the government and I 
understand that there will be further 
discussions between the Law Society 
and the government as January 
progresses.

The third pressing matter was the 
placement of professional indemnity 
insurance in accordance with the 
compulsory scheme set by the Legal 
Practitioners Act. As most of you are 
aware, we arranged for an extension 
of insurance with Gerling and had 
extracted from them an indication that 
they would continue to insure the 
profession for the next calendar year.

Unfortunately Gerling had a change of 
heart and chose to remove itself from 
selling insurance in Australia (they were 
taken over by QBE), and that meant 
that our brokers, Marsh, were forced 
to renegotiate insurance for this 
calendar year.

Merran Short, Eilleen Terrill and 
Duncan McLean oversaw the 
placement of the insurance as the year 
expired in what could only be described 
as desperate circumstances for the 
profession. A full report of what 
transpired is enclosed later in this 
edition of Balance.

On a brighter note there is an excellent 
opportunity for the profession to 
expand their knowledge and mix with 
others within the profession throughout 
the world during April this year.

This year sees the holding of the 
biennial Commonwealth Law 
Conference in Melbourne in April. 
There is a fantastic program with 
speakers of the highest quality 
including Cherie Blair QC and Lord 
Woolfe. Although the expensive air 
travel tends to dampen our 
enthusiasm to attend events such as 
these, I’m tryingto organise a package 
including both airfare and
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accommodation and admission to the 
conference that we can present to NT 
lawyers to make it a little easier and a 
lot cheaper for members to travel from 
Darwin and Alice Springs.

The Opening of the Legal Year this year 
will be on Monday 3 February in Darwin 
and will take place in the Supreme 
Court as it did on the last occasion.

In Alice Springs, the service will take 
place at the Law Courts on Wednesday 
5 February.

Our guest speaker this year will be the 
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of 
Queensland, His Honour Paul de Jersey 
AC. I invite you to read more about His 
Honour later in this edition.

There will be a couple of new (or 
renewed) events during the year. We 
are reviving the previously traditional 
Law Society XI versus the Chief 
Justice’s XI. I expect that will occur in 
Law Week, and I expect it will reach 
the same heights of enjoyment as it 
did in the past. I particularly remember 
throwing down Michael Grant’s stumps 
on the last occasion, something I 
remember with more fondness than 
he does, I suspect.

Having recently converted to golf, I am 
keen to have a Law Society Golf 
Challenge in the Dry, and I will cast 
around to see how much support I can 
get for the Catfish Trophy! ®
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